**English News**

- Laos to sell Vietnam its wind power with Mitsubishi’s help, by NKA: [https://s.nikkei.com/35DbOk7](https://s.nikkei.com/35DbOk7) & read more [here](https://s.nikkei.com/35DbOk7)
- 3,000 People Affected by Floods in Xayaboury, by Laotian Times: [https://bit.ly/3gIUDmg](https://bit.ly/3gIUDmg) & read more [here](https://bit.ly/3gIUDmg)
State, private sectors set up joint venture dry port company to develop Lao logistics, by VT: https://bit.ly/3cURNcU

Main structure of longest bridge along China-Laos Railway completed, by KPL: https://bit.ly/3xl8LmN

Lao envoy talks with Chinese news for Laos’ expectation from China through BRI, by GT: https://www.globaltimes.cn/page/202106/1226470.shtml

**Worldwide**

US-Cambodia tensions grow as USAID cuts forest protection project, by NKA: https://s.nikkei.com/3xAu09W


As Vietnam fights climate change, has it missed the wood for a billion trees?, by SCMP: https://bit.ly/3gJvPfb

China-Backed SEZs Linked to Southeast Asia’s Illegal Wildlife Trade, by The Diplomat: https://bit.ly/3gKFp02

Global Environment Facility approves over $46.6 million to support FAO-led projects, by FAO: https://bit.ly/35UmyLb

**Video News & audio**

- บั้งช่อมอบายู ทุ่ม และ นักเรียนหลากหลายธุรกิจ นักเรียนฟังเสียง เมื่อมันถูก แยกแบบเก่า เปลี่ยนแบบใหม่ ในวันที่ 14/6/2021, ฮานอย สถานีวิทยุ/Visanu Laos: https://bit.ly/3qcGX7k